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R
We describe jsCoq, a port of the Coq interactive theorem prover to ECMAScript⃝
2015. jsCoq
typically runs inside a browser, allowing the user to interact with arbitrary Coq proof scripts in the
usual way, along a few new possibilities.
jsCoq is targeted at educational use and is self-contained, easing distribution and installation.
The only system requirement is a standard-compliant browser.
The current release ships more than 10 popular Coq libraries, and supports popular books such
as Software Foundations or Certified Programming with Dependent Types.

1 Introduction
Interactive Theorem Proving (ITP) relies on mutual human-machine feedback to build proofs by refinement. Typically, the user first requests the proof assistant to validate or guess some proof step. Depending
on the output of the tool, she will continue the proof or correct the just given step.
Teaching ITP is usually practice-led; students are encouraged to interact with the tools from the
start, simultaneously discovering their way into the particularities of the implementations and the logical
theories behind them. Popular ITP teaching material, such as [20, 10], is written in a literate programming style, pioneered by Donald Knuth. In literate programming, source code and comments meld into
one to form a coherent, self-documenting book and program. An additional constraint in the context of
proof assistants is that the user must be able to interact with the book. The same principles apply to
documentation, which may be hard to understand without the ability to run and play with examples.
Narrowing down our attention to the Coq [25] proof assistant, most teaching material is consumed
by students with the help of specific Integrated Development Environments (IDE). Popular options are
CoqIde or ProofGeneral [5, 21], but more alternatives exist. IDEs are typically derived from text editing
programs to provide specialized support for proof development.
This approach works well in practice, however, IDEs are mostly focused on proof development and
provide varying degrees of support for document-like features. For instance, not all IDEs support images,
advanced formatting, hyperlinking, or dynamic content creation. This hinders readability and it is not
uncommon to see students with the same document doubly opened in a document reader and the IDE, as
it is difficult to make sense of the document without the possibility of interaction.
Additionally, the specialized nature of these tools makes installation sometimes heavy, especially if
third-party addons are involved, posing a barrier to the casual learner.
jsCoq aims to tackle both of these problems from the document point of view: instead of equipping an IDE with document-like features, we extend documents to provide IDE-like capabilities. Our
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approach is to profit from modern browsers and web standards, embedding Coq as an application inside
the browser. In this setting, Coq scripts are plain HTML documents, and a full Coq instance is run locally in the browser for every document. A document manager — written in JavaScript — manages the
communication between the browser and the Coq instance.
This setup provides a working Coq environment in a transparent way for the user. She will just click
a link, and have an interactive Coq document ready without any other special action or installation, even
if the script depends on exotic libraries or addons.
jsCoq main design constraints were to:
• provide a complete port of Coq to the browser platform;
• support existing teaching material;
• support large, real-world developments in an usable way;
• use modern web technologies for the front end;
• run over an unpatched Coq version;
• provide an up-to-date Coq experience.
So far, we believe we have met all these goals.
Structure of the Paper We start with a brief introduction to the “Web-Based Hybrid Document Model”
in Sec. 2. Sec. 3 gives an overview of jsCoq’s main components; we briefly compare with related work
in Sec. 4 and conclude.

2 The Web-Based Hybrid Document Model
We use the term hybrid document 1 to denote documents capable of containing objects whose interpretation is given by an external program. A typical example is a word processor embedding a spreadsheet
or, in our case, a HTML page containing a Coq proof script.
R
The hybrid-document platform of choice for jsCoq is the so-called modern web platform of ECMAScript⃝
2015 [11] standard. The platform is composed of the HTML markup language, used to define base
documents, and JavaScript — a Turing-complete, object-oriented and functional language — used to
manipulate HTML documents by means of the Document Object Model API.
The web platform enjoys wide adoption and support, and increasing compatibility and standardization is making it more future-proof. The ubiquity of JavaScript code in the web has led to huge
improvements in browsers, which can now run applications of a size and complexity thought infeasible
some years ago. The process known as transpiling2 allows developers to port native applications without
a full rewrite. The number of libraries available is staggering; a document can easily gain advanced 3D
mathematical plotting [3], editing capabilities [16], or even LATEXsupport [4], with a few lines of code.
There are many interesting examples of web-based hybrid documents. Jupyter3 allows to create
and share documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations and explanatory text; Eloquent
JavaScript [17] is an interactive book where all the examples can be run and edited inline.
Web-Based Coq Documents For jsCoq documents, we have chosen a simple solution: the user provides an arbitrary HTML document, with editable Coq code wrapped in textarea elements. At the end
1 or

rich document, interactive document, or any of the many names used in the literature for this concept
process of compiling a language to another, in this case, to JavaScript
3 previously known as IPhyton
2 the
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Figure 1: jsCoq 0.6 running a DFT formalization
of the document, the user loads jsCoq and provides the list of the textarea ids that will conform the Coq
document:
1
2
3
4

< script src = " js / jscoq - loader . js " type = " text / javascript " > </ script >
< script type = " text / javascript " >
loadJsCoq ( ’ ./ ’) . then ( () = > new CoqManager ( list_of_ids , [ options ]) ) ;
</ script >

After loading, a panel containing the goals and log is attached to the document and the rest of the content
is ignored, as shown in Fig. 1. The jsCoq landing page4 provides an example with a simple proof.
Additional features are being developed (see Sec. 5).
The best way to get a feeling of the system is to try it out. Readers are advised to have a look at the
following use cases:
• DFT, a small development of the theory of the Fourier Transform, following [23];
• Mtac, the Mtac [30] tutorial;
• STLC, the "Simply Typed Lambda Calculus" chapter from [20];
• StackMachine, the first chapter of [10].

3 Overview of the System
jsCoq is mainly implemented in Ocaml and ECMAScript 2015. The project is open-source and code/builds
can be accessed at [1].
The system consists of three main parts.
4 The

current version works best with a recent Google Chrome web browser.
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Ocaml wrapper from Coq to JavaScript. Current Coq IDE protocols rely on Unix features that are
not available on a browser’s environment, so we have chosen to use Coq’s Ocaml API. This saves
a considerable amount of interfacing and provides more flexibility than other options.
The small Ocaml wrapper sees Coq as a library and takes care of creating the JavaScript object for
use from the browser. The whole Ocaml bytecode object is then compiled by js_of_ocaml [27] to
a monolithic JavaScript file exposing a jscoq object. This object can be explored in the standard
JavaScript debugging console.
Coq package manager. This is necessary as Coq library search requires a Unix filesystem is not available in the browser. so jsCoq needs to know the available libraries and their location. The manager
is currently written in Ocaml but parts of it could be rewritten in JavaScript.
User interface. Written in ECMAScript, this part scans the document, builds an internal view, and takes
care of parsing, document navigation, and communication with the Coq JavaScript object.
We proceed to describe the parts in more detail.

3.1 Coq Protocol
The jscoq provides the following methods and events to the JavaScript side:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

method
method
method
method
method

init
add
edit
commit
query

:
:
:
:
:

initInfo t -> Stateid . t
Stateid . t -> int -> js_string t -> Stateid . t
Stateid . t -> unit
Stateid . t -> unit
Stateid . t -> js_string t -> unit

method version : js_string t
method goals : js_string t
method add_pkg : js_string t -> unit
method onLog
: js_string t
method onError : Stateid . t
method onInit : unit
...

The API closely follows the one of the STM [6], with slight differences in error handling.
There are plans to make Coq itself serialize its STM protocol, removing the need for the wrapper
almost entirely (see Sec. 5 for more details).

3.2 The Document Manager
The document manager relates the document to the proof engine and has three distinct components:
• a CoqPanel object, providing the user interface for the goal and query buffers;
• a CoqProvider abstract object, that encapsulates the management of Coq statements. In particular,
it takes care of selecting the next statement, highlighting, change notifications. . . ;
• a CoqManager object that queries the providers and coordinate them with the panel and Coq itself,
propagating errors and logs, and keeping track of the proper Coq state.
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The CodeMirror Provider A key feature of our approach is the use of CodeMirror as an instance for
the CoqProvider component. Indeed, the Coq CodeMirror mode is capable of parsing and recognizing
Coq statements, and will notify the manager when a particular part is invalidated by the user.

3.3 Package Manager
The package manager takes care of loading the needed packages and Coq .vo files into the Coq instance.
Packages are described as JSON files, stating their dependencies and the set of Coq logical paths the
package provides. jsCoq doesn’t allow unqualified modules.
Each logical path consists of the module id, .vo files and .cma files, as for example:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

{
" pkg_id " : [ " Coq " , " extraction " ] ,
" vo_files " : [
" Ex trHaskellNatIn t . vo " , " ExtrOcamlString . vo " , " ExtrHaskellBasic . vo " ,
" ExtrOcamlIntConv . vo " , " ExtrHaskellZNum . vo " , " ExtrOcamlNatBigInt . vo " ,
" Ext rOc am lBi g In t Con v . vo " , " Extr H a sk el lZ I nt eger . vo " ,
" ExtrOcamlNatInt . vo " , " ExtrH askellNatNum . vo " , " ExtrHaskellString . vo " ,
" ExtrOcamlZInt . vo " , " ExtrHaskellZInt . vo " , " ExtrOcamlBasic . vo " ,
" ExtrOcamlZBigInt . vo " , " E x t r Ha sk el lN at I n te ge r . vo "
],
" cma_files " : [ " extr action _plugin . cma " ]
}

The package manager will load the needed files in the background and notify the IDE when they
are ready. We currently support more than 10 popular Coq packages, including the full Mathematical
Components library [13].

3.4 Serialization
As a test-bed, jsCoq provides serialization of the internal constr Coq type to both sexps and JSON. This
is done automatically using Ocaml’s ppx technology.
The idea is that, in the future jsCoq can work with a finer representation of Coq terms and scripts
than the one currently possible. This would allow for instance to recognize special operators and print
them specifically in a reliable way.

3.5 Document Generation
Writing manual HTML documents can be tedious in some cases. We provide a fork of the CoqDoc tool
that can directly generate jsCoq documents. For the time being, the tool is aimed at achieving maximal
compatibility with existing developments, but plans for extensions exist.

4 Related Work
We do not attempt here to survey the huge amount of related work in this domain, but we list some
additional related tools known to the authors.
PeaCoq [22] is a web-based front end for Coq, and indeed their editor support was the base for
jsCoq’s one. PeaCoq provides much richer proof-building capabilities than jsCoq; however it relies on
a central server. The proof-by-pointing Coq environment [8, 9] allows the user to develop proofs by
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interacting with logical connectives. The Logitext [29] approach is related, but web-based. Several
design considerations of jsCoq have been influenced by these efforts.
ProofWeb [18] provides a web interface to a Coq server and many other theorem provers. Some other
IDEs efforts for Coq are [12, 28, 7].

5 Conclusions and Future Work
jsCoq is still a work-in-progress. We believe the possibilities are exciting and so far the result has behaved
in a stable way, filling a niche for casual Coq users, or people willing to try Coq add-ons in an easy way,
and even providing support for a Coq course5 .
However, much work remains to be done until the product can be considered “final”. In particular:
• the HTML user interface and panels need a complete rework to allow for more flexibility – in
particular, we’d like to provide diffs and history for the goal buffer;
• editor support must be improved, since the current CodeMirror mode has some parsing inefficiencies and may behave strangely in the presence of delimiting braces;
• content-generating features need to be merged into the main distribution – a “Coq box” is a special
HTML div that is filled with the result of some Coq query, and is a first step towards providing
Proviola-like [24] functionality in jsCoq;
• the udoc document generator needs more work before production-ready books can be produced;
• our ad-hoc serialization of Coq internals needs to be turned systematic, given that this will be an
effort that other IDEs should benefit from.
We hope some of these improvements would be available around the timeline of the workshop.
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